
Do you remember when automation and cyber security were separate conversations?  It seems like long ago, but 
today these issues have converged and are inseparable.  At the dawn of “the internet”, suppliers and users alike 
were excited for the prospects of wide area connectivity of automation and the empowerment of the dawning 
digital age.  Back then, I worried that this might not end well for security, and a few short years ago -- as it 
became obvious that the powers of digital would be exploited --Bedrock Automation was formed with a mission 
to deliver open and secure automation. 

With a blank sheet of paper and the design directive of Simple-Scalable-Secure, we assembled the talents and 
technologies to build what is now the Bedrock™ Automation platform. In just a few short years, a company and 
product of the same name has taken shape, and we could not be more excited about the progress and future of 
this idea…because it works and will make a real difference to automation users. The industry has taken notice as 
evidenced by numerous early adopters, live systems and awards that recognize our innovations in design, 
power, communications, and most importantly –cyber security.

Our Cybershield 1.0 security posture was born with the original product; constructed using an intrinsic cyber root 
of trust, as well as an advanced secure manufacturing supply chain.  The result was intrinsic authentication of 
the system hardware and firmware; security that “just happens.”  This February, we released Cybershield 2.0, a 
software extension of the intrinsic root of trust enabling authentication and role based access to our engineering 
network, the integrated development environment, and our advanced IIoT power products. This year Bedrock will 
continue on the trajectory of extending intrinsic cyber defense to automation networks, SCADA applications, as 
well as the deployment of select enterprise technologies and biometrics.  With a dedicated Certification Authority 
and open secure technologies including TLS, PKI, Suite B encryption and others, open and intrinsically secure 
automation is available now.  The cyber challenges ahead are immense, but the solutions are manageable and 
our futures are bright.

Thank you to our channel partners, early adopters and media for your support.  Please see some of the links 
below that also tell our ongoing story, and stay tuned.  I look forward to keeping in touch with the Bedrock 
community as we continue our mission to deliver open and secure automation.

Respectfully,

Albert Rooyakkers 
Founder, CEO Bedrock Automation
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Bedrock Announces Cybershield 2.0. In an industry
first, this 2.0 firmware upgrade demonstrates how we
continuously enhance intrinsic defense and lead the
digital convergence of OT cyber security and enterprise
class technologies. (Video)

Bedrock sets Another Benchmark with Release of 
SIO8.20. This cyber secure 20-channel discrete output 
(DO) module enables secure, software-selectable 
electronic fusing, latching and fail-safe shutdown, 
saving space and costs.

What controller fits your application? Brown 
Engineers makes a strong case for the Bedrock 
Platform at two Arkansas public utilities that deployed 
next generation, open, secure automation in
this Applied Automation article (A4).

Jacobs Engineering and Bedrock Automation 
Pursue Open Secure Automation Systems 
Opportunities.  One of the largest and most 
respected EPCs sees the potential offered by OSA 
technology.
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https://www.bedrockautomation.com/clarksville-light-water-cybersecure-electric-scada-controls-project/
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Join us on April 19th to see how Bedrock and Inductive
Automation are working together to make it easier for
America’s Water and Power utilities to save money and
protect critical infrastructure.  Hear the story first
hand and register now.

Bedrock™ OSA™ Platform Wins Design News
Golden Mousetrap Innovation Award in the
Automation & Control: Controllers category.

Bedrock Secure Power Supply Wins 2016
Breakthrough Product Award from Processing
Magazine.

Bedrock UPS.500 Wins Plant Engineering 2016
Product of the Year Gold Award in Energy
Management. 

Brown Engineers LLC, a Bedrock Automation
solutions partner, wins the 2017 Arkansas
Governor’s Engineering Excellence Award for the
Clarksville Light & Water Cybersecure Electric SCADA
Controls project.
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